Introduction
Let ( , ) be any finite simple graph. For any graph theoretic notation we follow West [4] . A function is called a graceful labeling of a graph with edges, if is an injection from the vertices of to the set 0,1,2, … , such that when edge is assigned the label, − ( ) the resulting labels are distinct. In the field of graph labeling there are very few results deals with the generation of bigger graceful graphs from the smaller ones by using standard operations like join, union etc., For detailed survey refer Gallian [1] . In this direction we introduce new method of combining cycles and proved that the resulting graph is graceful. Let be a function from the vertices of to {0, 1} and for each edge assign the label − ( ) . Call a vertex cordial labeling of if the number of vertices(edges) labeled 0 and the number of vertices(edges) labeled 1 differs by at most 1. The graph that admits vertex cordial labeling is called vertexcordial graph. The concept of vertexcordial labeling was introduced by Cahit [1] . A vertex ∈ of a connected graph is said to be an attachment vertex, if = 2. Let and be any cycles of length 4 , ≥ 1. 
III. Conclusion
In this paper the graceful labeling of open cyclic grid graph and vertex cordial labeling of generalized open cyclic grid graph are investigated.Further it is conjectured that generalized open cyclic grid graph is graceful and it has a potential to provide motivation to investigate analogous results for different types of labeling. 
